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Who Lets Go First
By Gian Lombardo

Illustrated by
Wayne Hogan

2 Volumes, Volume I: 80 pages, 64 prose poems,
Volume II: instructions on how to throw a hexagram
with three reproduction Chinese antique coins. $20
With special paper box: $30

OVER OUR HEADS by Michael Ketchek

Twenty four haiku set in Lutetia hot metal and
printed letterpress with a die-cut tunnel revealing
phases of a light and dark moon across the book’s
roof. Smyth bound with metallic coverstock. This
is the third book in the haiku masters mini-series
edited by vince tripi. 6x4 inches, $15

ODINSPIT
By Majk
A Lily Pool Press book

Finely crafted poems in
a very original format—
(usually 10 letters in
each of 10 lines)— take
the rune concept into
a modern day puzzle.
In the back is a CD with
the author reading the
poems in dramatic
Viking style. Handmade
Thai Birds’ Nest cover,
Smyth sewn. 49 poems.
$50.00

Scriptures
of Venus
By Robert Bensen
Woodcuts by
Hyde Meissner

Profusely illustrated collection of poems about love
and other things. Iyo Glazed Japanese paper, hand
bound hardcover, original multicolored woodcut
prints. (8.5 x 11 inches, 60 pages) $95.00
Soft cover: $25.00 (only a few left)
The hot pink trumpeting vulva of hibiscus,
how could we have missed its annunciation?
Any plant this lascivious should have singed
the hinges off the extra bedroom’s door...
Instead ...the petals furled like a spurned tragedienne
in sheets I’ve peeled apart to dry for a sachet
or an aphrodisiac tea...

being there

by Tom Clausen

Edited by vincent tripi

Our second book in the Haiku Masters mini Series.
Twenty haiku by the much−published Tom Clausen
are printed on a transparent stock so that the poems
well up through the paper. 60 pages, 4x4 format, $6.00
(only a few copies left.)

being there—
in the woods
a tree falls
cabin window—
the plant has gone
everywhere it can

bird song more and more
By L.A. Davidson
Edited by vincent tripi

The ﬁrst of our Haiku Masters Mini Series.
A dozen haiku and a reproduction of a wood
engraving by Tony Kulik. A die cut window
allows the engraving to show through the
cover. (2nd edition, 5.5 x7”) $10.00
sitting quietly
in a mountain clearing:
bird song more and more

Sam Hose’s Knuckles
By Chuck Zerby

Eleven disturbing poems about
lynching in America. Letterpress text
with archival inkjet art. Profusely
illustrated by Ed Rayher.
6.5x13” 32 pages, softbound with
linen thread and die cut cover.
$25.00
I bring the dead to the garden again.
Snow levels and blanks what
birds sang to, butterﬂies,
scissors ﬂuttered through.
Asters pose as blackened waste,
memory of blue startling stars.

Ladle Rat Rotten Hut
by Anonymous

Illustrated by Jon Vlakos

Little Red Riding Hood done with words substituted
for the original based on sound: so “Once upon a
time...” is Wants pawn term...” The best way to enjoy
this classic is by reading aloud. Actually the author is
HL Chase; it’s a long story.
$3.00 each, 8 pages + ﬂyleaf & cover, 4 1/2 x 5 1/2”

Tightrope

A Swamp Press journal
of poetry
56 pages of poetry and
original graphic art.
Come see what we like.
Published every so or
not so often. $6 per
issue or $10 for two
issues. Letterpress, 6x9”

About Swamp Press. It all began in the 70’s,

with the very optimistic view that the world
required poetry books by new authors and
these works needed to be printed with real
metal type on interesting papers using our
own do−it−yourself design sensibilities.
Jo Mish, Frank Pondolﬁno, my brother
Robert and myself bought a ten by ﬁfteen
Golding Art Jobber press, convinced my
mother to allow us the use of the basement,
and we were off and running.
In the ﬁrst few years we produced over
seventy volumes, often in dual editions of soft
and hard cover; obtained National Endow−
ment for the Arts grants; frequented book
fairs, bookshops, collector’s collections, rare
book rooms and libraries. The usual quest for
establishing a small literary press.
In 1980 I moved to Amherst for graduate
school and took the press with me. Since then

I have spent summers publishing and printing,
which gradually morphed into a full time
occupation of printing and running a type
foundry. Publishing slowed, but the press
has expanded its equipment holdings, adding
Monotype machines, Heidelberg presses, etc.
As soon as the new shop is ready, hopefully
by the end of 2009, the press will revisit its
roots and publish on a more consistent basis.
For those wanting to establish a collection
of our limited edition books, there are a few
more or less complete sets of our books. And
if anyone out there has obscure titles that
they would like to part with, I’m buying. For
example: Of Stones, by Robert Rayher. This
book was done in only ﬁfty copies on Japanese
papers, bound in plexiglass and reviewed in
Fine Print.
Ed Rayher
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